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In this paper we investigate
conditions
under which a compact set in a piecewise linear
4-manifold has close neighborhoods
with l-dimensional
spines. We prove that such neighborhoods
exist in case the compactum
satisfies the inessential loops condition and either has fundamental
dimension
0 or has the shape of S’. Corollaries
include two complement
theorems and a weak
flatness theorem for compacta
in S4.
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0. Introduction

A typical engulfing proof has two parts. Given a compacturn
X in a piecewise
linear n-manifold
M, the first step in such a proof consists of pushing a 2-skeleton
off X (i.e., engulfing the 2-skeleton with the open set M-X).
This leaves X lying
in a neighborhood
of the dual (n -3)-skeleton.
The second step consists of engulfing
the (n -3)-skeleton.
This is, for example, how the Poincare Conjecture
is proved
in high dimensions
[17]. The second step works equally well for all values of n; it
is the first step which does not always work in low dimensions
(n s 4). We wish to
study the problem of finding conditions
on X under which the first step works in
dimension
four.
Let n = 4. It is easy to see that 2-dimensional
polyhedra can be pushed off X by
ambient
isotopy if and only if X has arbitrarily
close neighborhoods
with ldimensional
spines. We therefore concentrate
on the problem of determining
the
conditions
under which X has such neighborhoods.
In order to be precise about
exactly what we are looking for, we make a formal definition.
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Let X be a compact subset of the interior of the piecewise
linear
M4. We say that X has arbitrarily close neighborhoods with 1 -dimensional

4-manifold

spines if the following

condition

exists a l-dimensional

polyhedron

and a homeomorphism

h: M4+

is satisfied:

for every neighborhood

K in U, a regular
M4 such that

hlM4-

neighborhood
U =id

U of X there
N of K in U

and h(X)c

N.

Notice that, in the definition
above, X c hP’( N) c U. There are two necessary
conditions
in order for such neighborhoods
to exist. First, the existence of a defining
sequence of neighborhoods,
each of which is homotopy equivalent to a l-dimensional
polyhedron,
implies that X must be shape equivalent to a l-dimensional
compactum.
This is expressed by saying that X has fundamental
dimension
~1. (The reader
who is not familiar with shape theory can use the characterization
of fundamental
dimension
stated in Section 1 below.) The second necessary condition is a condition
which prevents X from being too wildly embedded in M. The condition
is known
as the inessential
loops condition
(ILC) and was first defined in [ 181; see Section
1 for a statement of the definition. In all dimensions
other than 4, these two necessary
conditions
are also sufficient [19]. It is not known whether that is the case for
dimension
4. We concentrate
on two special cases. In case dim K = 0, N consists
of a finite number of disjoint PL 4-balls. In case K = S’ and M is orientable,
we
have N = S’ x B3.
Theorem

1. Suppose M is a piecewise

linear 4-manifold

the interior of M which satisfies the inessential

(a)

IfX

has fundamental

dimension

whose spines are O-dimensional

(b)

IfX

and X is a compact subset of

loops condition.

0, then X has arbitrarily close neighborhoods
(i.e., each component

is a 4-ball).

has the shape of S’, then X has arbitrarily close neighborhoods

homeomorphic

with spines

to S’.

Theorem 1 is a generalization
of the cellularity criterion of Freedman [3, Theorem
1.111 (see also [lo]). Freedman’s
theorem is just the special case in which X is
connected
equivalent

and has fundamental
dimension
0; the inessential
loops condition
is
to the cellularity criterion if the fundamental
dimension is 0. Freedman’s

proof does not work in the generality of Theorem 1 (a) because M - X is not the
interior of a manifold-with-boundary
when X has infinitely many components.
Our first two corollaries
are complement
theorems
in dimension
4. Further
information
on complement
theorems can be found in [13] and [14].
Corollary

1. Let X and Y be compact subsets of S4 which satisfy the inessential loops

condition.

Suppose

Corollary

2. Let X be a compact

condition.

Zf Sh(X)

S4-X=S’-S1,

Fd(X)

s 0. Then S4 - X = S4 - Y zf and only if Sh(X)

= Sh( Y).

subset of S4 which satisfies the inessential

= Sh(S’), then S4- X = S4- S’.
then Sh(X)=Sh(S’).

Conversely,

if Fd(X)

loops

G 1 and
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Remark. The extra hypothesis, Fd(X) 4 1, in the last statement is necessary
we need to rule out the possibility that X is a nontrivial
knot complement.
Our last corollary

is a weak flatness

h : S’ + S” is said to be we&yflat
ment of the standard embedding
corollary completes
begun by Daverman
Corollary

for l-spheres

in S4. An embedding

if S” - h(S’) is homeomorphic
with the compleof S’ in S”; i.e., if S” - h(S’) = Snm2 x R’. The

the characterization
in [2].

3. A topological embedding

satisjies the inessential

theorem

because

of weakly

flat l-spheres

in S” that was

h : S’ + S4 is weakly flat if and only if h(S’)

loops condition.

Notice that the homeomorphism
h in the definition of arbitrarily close neighborhoods with l-dimensional
spines is a topological
homeomorphism.
It cannot, in
general, be a PL homeomorphism.
To see this, let R;. be the Donaldson-Freedman
exotic R4 constructed
in [6]. There is a compact set X c R;?. such that R;‘.- X =
S3 x R’ but there is no PL 3-sphere in R;‘. which separates X from ~0. This compactum
X is cell-like (i.e., is connected
and has fundamental
dimension
0) and satisfies
ILC, but X cannot have a PL manifold neighborhood
with a l-dimensional
spine
because such a neighborhood
could be engulfed in a PL 4-ball. Thus we cannot
claim that the X in Theorem 1 has close PL manifold neighborhoods
which collapse
to I-dimensional
subpolyhedra
of M. This is surprising
because the analogous
statement is true in every dimension
other than four [19]. It also means that the
corollary cannot be proved by showing that X satisfies the disk pushing property
of [12].
The basic idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is to use controlled handle cancellation
on the product M x [0, 11. A compact polyhedron
K is located in U which is either
a finite collection of points or is homeomorphic
to S’, depending
on which part of
the theorem we are proving. A nested sequence of neighborhoods
of X x (0) u
K x [0, l] in M x [0, l] is then constructed.
These neighborhoods
are used to control
the handle cancellation
so that handles are canceled without going too far in or too
far out in the nested sequence of neighborhoods.
The result is a product structure
on M x [0, l] with the property that each fiber which begins in X x (0) ends in
N x {l}, where N is a regular neighborhood
of K. The product structure is then
used to define h. The idea is much the same as that used in the shrinking argument
of Bestvina and Walsh [l].
If X has the shape of some compact l-dimensional
polyhedron
K different from
S’, most of the proof still works. But a difficulty arises when the time comes to
cancel the 2- and 3-handles. The algebra of [S] and [20] can always be used to find
the immersed Whitney disks we need to do the Whitney moves in the middle level,
but it is not clear that these immersed disks can be turned into embedded
disks.
The problem of determining
the conditions
under which that can be done is the
subject of [4] and [5]. The fundamental
group we must deal with here is the free
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group 7~r(K). If the Main Conjecture of [5] were true for such groups, then Theorem
l(b) would hold for any X having the shape of a compact l-dimensional
polyhedron
K.

1. Preliminaries
We use [ 1 I] as a basic reference for PL topology and [7] as a basic reference for
shape theory. Those sources should be consulted for any definitions not given here.
We use “ = ” to denote “is homotopic to” and “ = ” to denote either “is homeomorphic to” or “is isomorphic
to,” depending
on the context. The statement Sh(X) =
Sh( Y) means that X and Y have the same shape.
Suppose X is a compact subset of the interior of the PL n-manifold
M. We say
that X satisfies the inessential loops condition (ILC) if for every neighborhood
U
of X in M there exists a neighborhood
V of X in U such that each loop in V-X
which is homotopically
inessential in V is also inessential in I/ -X. Thefundamental
dimension of X is defined by
Fd(X)

= min{dim

YISh(X)

= Sh( Y)}.

It is not necessary to be familiar with much shape theory in order to read this paper.
In fact, the main use of shape theory is in the following characterization
of fundamental dimension.
Characterization of Fundamental Dimension [ 191. Let X be a compact subset of the
interior of the PL n-manifold M. Then Fd(X) G k if and only iffor every neighborhood
U of X there exists a neighborhood V of X in U and a compact polyhedron K c U
such that dim K s k and the inclusion map VL, U is homotopic in U to a map p : V+ K.
We concentrate
on the situation in which n = 4 and Fd(X) G 1. It follows from
Theorem 3.1 of [19] that, in this case, n,( U, U-X)
=0 for every neighborhood
U
of X in M. In particular,
addition, X satisfies
every neighborhood
theorem in [19].

X does not separate

any open neighborhood

of X. If, in

ILC, then Lemma 1 of [18] implies that n2( U, U-X)
=0 for
U of X. We need the following more technical version of the

Lemma 1.1. Let X be a compact subset of the interior of the PL n-manifold M, n 2 3.
If U is an open neighborhood of X, V is a compact PL manifold neighborhood of X
in U which does not separate U and K is a 1 -dimensional polyhedron in U such that
the inclusion map VL, U is homotopic in U to a map p : V+ K, then n,( U, U - V) = 0.
Proof. We may assume that U c Int M. Suppose A’ denotes the standard l-simplex
[0, l] and let f: (A’, ad’) + (U, U - V) be a map. We must show that f = g (rel ad’),
where g(A’) c U - V. Let F: V x [0, l] -+ U be a map such that F(x, 0) = x and

G.A. Venema / Neighborhoods
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V does not separate U, we can find arcs in
respectively,
which lie in
f(O) and j(l),

U - F( VX [0, 11). Thus f-1
where f: (A’, JAI)+ (U, U - F( VX [0,11)) and the
homotopy
keeps CTA’ in U - V. By general position we may assume that ?(A ‘) is
transverse

to dV and

that j‘(A’)n

K =,@. We also

assume

U is connected

by

concentrating
only on the component
of U which contains f(A’).
Let p: fi + U denote the universal cover and let f: A’ + l? denote a lift of j The
proof on p. 75 of [ 191 shows that there is an arc (Y which joins f(0) to f( 1) and lies
in fi -p-‘( V). The loop j(A’) u a is null-homotopic
in fi, and we can project that
homotopy
down to U to see that there is a homotopy
(rel aA’) from 1 to a map
g^:A’+U-V.Thusf=g(rel~?A’),whereg(A’)cU-V.
0

2. Construction

of neighborhoods

Let X be a compact subset of the interior of the PL 4-manifold
M4 and let U be
a neighborhood
of X. We assume for the rest of this section and the next that
Sh(X) = Sh(K), where K is a compact l-dimensional
polyhedron.
We will then
specialize in Section 4 to the case K = S’ to prove Theorem
l(b) and will also
indicate there the modifications
which must be made in the proof to handle the
case Fd(X) = 0.
Suppose that a positive integer n has been given. In this section we describe the
construction
of a nested sequence of n + 1 neighborhoods
of X which will be used
in the proof of Theorem l(b). The notation established in this section will be assumed
throughout
the rest of the paper. If P is a polyhedron
endowed with a triangulation
and i is an integer, then Pci) denotes the i-skeleton of P in that triangulation.
We
use the notation PL L to mean that P collapses to L.
Let U, be a compact, connected
PL manifold neighborhood
of X in U. Because
Sh(X) = Sh( K), there is a neighborhood
U, of X and a polyhedron
K, in U,,, K, = K,
such that the inclusion map U, -+ U, is homotopic
in U, to a map /?, : U, + K, . By
Lemma 1.1, we can push K, off X and so we can arrange that U, n K, = a’ by just
replacing
U, with a smaller neighborhood,
if necessary. We may also assume that
U, is a compact, connected
PL manifold.
As remarked in Section 1, X does not
separate U, . Thus we can find a finite collection of PL arcs in U, -X which connect
all the components
of 6~U, . We remove a small regular neighborhood
of the union
of these arcs from U,; the result is a new U, with the additional
property that
U, - U, is connected. This construction
is continued
inductively to define neighborhoods U,, U,, . . . , U,,,, and l-dimensional
polyhedra
K,, K2,. . . , K,,,
which
satisfy the following properties for each i = 1, . . . , n + 1:
(1) Ui is a compact, connected
PL manifold neighborhood
of X in the interior
of u,_,.
(2) U, does not separate Ui_,.
(3) Ki is a compact polyhedron
in iY+, - U, such that K, = K.
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(4) There is a homotopyf,
for every x E U,.

Neighborhoodsof compacta in 4manifolds

: U, x [0, l] + Ui-, such thatf;(x,

,.
Since Sh(X) = Sh(K), the map3 : K,+, + Ki defined byf,(x)
to a homeomorphism.
Thus we may assume that is actually
and we add this assumption

0) = x andf;(x,

1) E Ki

1) is homotopic
is a homeomorphism

=J;(x,

to our list of properties.

(5) The map j: K,,, -;f Ki defined by j;(x) =f;(x, 1) is a homeomorphism.
So far we have only used the fact that Sh(X) = Sh( K). The ILC hypothesis allows
us to gain some control over GT,as well. By [ 181, rl(Ui, Ui-X)=O=?T,(
Ui, Uj-X)
so we can push f;(Ki+, x [0,11) off X. Choose a neighborhood
Ui of X so that
fi(Ki+, x [0, 11) n U: = 0. Then cut U,,, down to a closer neighborhood
having the
property that v,( U:, U: - U,,,) = 0 as in Lemma 1.1. When we shrink U,,, like this
we mean to leave K,,, unchanged
and to simply restrict J;+, to a smaller neighborhood. This push of f;(K,+, x [0,11) off X and shrinking
of U,,, should be done
inductively
for each i.
We now want to eliminate points off;( Kit, x [0, 11) nf;+,( Kr+>x [0,1)). By general
position we may assume that this intersection
is finite. Supposef;(x,
, t,) =fi+,(x2, tz)
and t2< 1. Since rr,( Ui, U: - Ui+,) = 0, there is a homotopy which pushes the arc
f;+1({xJ x [t*, 11)out of ut+, and has its track in U!. We can therefore modifyf;+,
in a neighborhood
of {x2} x [ f2, l] so that f;-+,({x,} x [ t2, 11) c U, - Ui+, and no new
points of intersection
betweenJ;(K,+,
x [0, 11) andJ;+,(Ki+2~
[0, 11) are created. We
then pipe the intersection
point off h+l(Ki+z x [0, l]), making it a self-intersection
point of $lKi+, x [0, 11. Since J(Ki,,
x [0, 11) nJ+l(Ki+Z x [0, 1)) is finite, we can
eliminate all the intersection
points in this way. We can do this for each i and SO
we may assume that the following two conditions
are satisfied for every i.
(6) A(&+, X [O, 11)c ui-,- U,+,.
(7) f;(Ki+, X[O, 11)nJ;+,(Ktrx LO,11)= Kit,.
Notice that it follows from (6) thatf;(K,+,
x [0, 11) nf;(Kj+,
(i-j\>
1.

x [0,11) = 0 whenever

Lemma

2.1. If X satisjies the inessential loops condition, then the neighborhoods
U1,
satisfy the
U,, . . . , U,+, can be chosen so that the inclusion induced homomorphisms
following property whenever 1 s i <j s n - 1:
(8) rTT2(
Ui, Vi - U,) + r2( Ui_,, U,_, - U,,,) is the trivial homomorphism.

Proof.

The proof is by induction on j. Suppose U, , . . . , U, have been chosen. Since
r,(Ui_,,
Ui_,-X)=O=~2(Ui_,,
Ui_,-X),wemayassumethatfi((U,-Int
U;)(‘)x
u,)“‘X[O,
l])n Uj+l=
[0, 11) n X = fl for every i <j. Choose U,,, sothatf;((Ui-Int
a’ for each i <j.
Let g: (B2, aB2)+ (U,, Vi - vi) be a map. We may assume
that g(aB*) c
(U, - Uj)(I). Then J; gives us a homotopy
in U,_, from g to a map g, where g^ is
defined by g^(x) =f;(g(x),
1). Notice that the homotopy
keeps dB* in Ui_l- U,+,
and g(P) c Ki c Ui_, - Ui c f-J-1 - U,+,. Thus [g] = 0 in 7r2( Ui-l, U,_, - UJ+,). Cl
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We are now ready to define a sequence
V,, V, , . . . , V,, of neighborhoods
of
X u K, . Let V, = U,. We may assume that each of the maps h is a PL map and
that Al U, x [0, 1) is in general position. Let L, =f,( K2 x [0, 11). Take a triangulation
of U, which includes K, , L, and I/, as subpolyhedra
and choose regular neighborhoods N, of K, and P, of L, in U, which are second derived neighborhoods
in
that triangulation.

Define

V, = U, u P, .

Pipe each of the double points of f,(Kz x [0, l] off f,(KZ x {l}) = K, and call the
new polyhedron
which results L{. Since L, n U2 = ,@,we can make sure that L; n U, =
fl as well by simply building the pipes in the complement
of U,. Define L2 = Li u
f2( K3 x [0, 11) and notice three things: L: L K, , L{ nf,(K,
x [0, 11) = KZ, and L; n
U, = 0. Let N2 be a regular neighborhood
of K, and P2 a regular neighborhood
of
L, in V, . Choose these two regular neighborhoods
to be consistent with one another
in the following sense: start with a triangulation
of V, which includes K,, Lz, and
U, as subpolyhedra
and take N2 and P2 to be simplicial
neighborhoods
in the
second barycentric
subdivision
of that triangulation.
Define V, to be U, u P2.
Now consider
Lz. Pipe each double point of f21K, x [0, l] off the K, end of
fZ(K3 x [0, 11). This pushes it into Lj; keep piping along L: right over the end at
K, . Let Li denote the new polyhedron
which has been created out of Lz. Then
K3 c Li and L: I K,. Define L, to be L;ufi(K4
x [0, l]), again choose consistent
regular neighborhoods
N3 of K, and P3 of L,, and define V, to be U, u P3.
This construction
is continued
inductively
and results in sequences
L,, . . . , L,
and If,,...,
V,, which satisfy the following conditions
for each i.
(9) L, is a 2-dimensional
polyhedron
in UC,- U,+l which contains K, .
(10) Li = L:_, uJ;(K;+, x [0,11) where Li_, l, K, and Li_, nJ;(K,+, x [0, 11) = Ki.
(11) V, is a compact PL manifold neighborhood
of X u K, such that V, c Int U;-,.
(12) v, I u,u Li.
We conclude
this section with three lemmas that spell out certain homotopy
properties of the neighborhoods
which we will need in the next section.

Lemma

2.2.

a retraction

Proof.

Whenever

0~ is n -2,

the inclusion map Vi+,-, Vi is homotopic
which keeps K, jixed.

in V, to

p : Vi+*+ K, via a homotopy

By condition

rel K, , to a retraction

(4) it is enough to show that Ui+2u Lj+2q
Ui+z u L,+z + K, . Consider the homotopy

A+,/( u;+,uJ;+,(Ki+3

x [O,

V, is homotopic,

11))x lo, 11

which pushes Ui+, Uf;+r( Ki+J x [0, 11) into K,+,. If that homotopy
is followed by
the homotopy induced by the collapse of L{+, to K, , the result is a homotopy which
pushes U;,, u$+~( K,+3 x [0, 11) all the way into K, . We also have a homotopy of
Li,, to K, which is induced by the collapse. Since Li,, n (f;+Z(Ki+3 x [0, 11) u U;,,) =
agree on K,+2, they can be pieced together to yield
Ki+2, and the two homotopies
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a homotopy of all of Ui+2 u Li+2
= ui+,UJ;+2(Ki+3
X [O,11)U LI+, to KI. (Actually,
the two homotopies
do not quite agree on Ki+z,
but they differ only by the push
used to pipe the double

points

difference

out over a collar

fixed.

can be spread

of J;+, off

Li+,.
That is close enough

because

of Ki+*.) All the homotopies

keep

the
K,

0

Vi+ K, whenever i 3 2. From now
V,and V, and relabel the remaining V,so that we can assume

Lemma 2.2 implies

that there is a retraction

on we will ignore
there is such a retraction

for every i 2 0.

Vi+ K, . If i 3 2, pi is homotopic
Vi_,)
via a homotopy which keeps K, fixed.

(13) For every i 3 0 there is a retraction
the inclusion

Lemma

2.3.

(Vi-

The inclusion

is trivial whenever

pi :

pi :

to

induced homomorphism

1 s i <J’s n - 2.

Proof. Consider
an element [g] E rz( vi, V, - v) where g : (B’, dB2) -+ (v, V, - V,).
Triangulate
B2 in such a way that g maps each 2-simplex of B2 into either U, or
Pi.By general position, the boundary of each 2-simplex which is mapped into Pi
can be pushed off V,.The boundary
of each 2-simplex which is mapped into U,
can be pushed off Vjby Lemma 1.1 and general position. By Lemma 2.1, we can
further homotope
g, keeping the l-skeleton
of B2 fixed, so that g: ( B2,dB2)+
(If-,,
Ifi,
- U,,,).
Put g in general position. Then g(B2)
n L,,,consists of a finite
number of points. Each of them can be pushed off the K, end of L,,,.
This pushes
g(B2)into V;_, - Vj+,. 0

Lemma

2.4.

The inclusion

is trivial whenever

Proof.

induced homomorphism

1 s i <j s n - 4.

This Lemma follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 along with some algebraic
topology. We use the notation of [16]. Recall from page 390 of [16] that if Bc A,
then r;(A,B) denotes the quotient of 7r2(A, B) by the normal subgroup generated
by elements of the form

91
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where [CZ]E r2(A, B), w is a loop in B and h,,,,,[a] denotes [a]
under the usual action of the fundamental
group on r2(A, B).
Let p : pi + Vi denote the universal cover and let .?! denote
a subset of V,. Consider the commutative
diagram

p-‘(Z)

acted

on by [w]

whenever

2 is

The maps 4, and & are the Hurewicz homomorphisms,
which in this case are
isomorphisms
[16, Proposition
7.5.11. The homomorphisms
$, and IJJ~are isomorphisms by Alexander Duality [ 16, Theorem 6.9.101. The inclusion induced homomorphism i, is the trivial homomorphism
because the homotopy of Lemma 2.2 can be
lifted to a proper homotopy in q. We conclude that i, is the trivial homomorphism.
Now
consider
an element
[g] E rz( V’-Nj, V, - 5)
where
g: (B’, dB’)+
(Vi - Nj, V, - y). We can lift g to a map g: (B2, dB’) -+ (vi - &‘;, fi - q). Because
i, = 0, [g] is in the normal subgroup of r2( c - Fjt2, c - i$+,) generated by elements
of the form (*) where w is a loop in qi - q,,. This means that the image of [g] in
x2( V, - Njt2, Vi - Vj+,) is in the normal subgroup generated by elements of the form
in V;. But, by Lemma
(*) where o is a loop in V, - V,,, which is null homotopic
2.3, w = * in V,_, - v,,, and so each element of the form (*) dies in rr2( V,_, 1vI+z,, I’_, - V,,,). Thus [g] = 0 in rZ( V_, - N,+4r V_i - vJ+t4). Cl

3. Handle theory
We now turn our attention to M x [0,11. Let Y be the compact subset of M x [0, l]
defined by Y = X x (0) u K, x [0,11. Define a sequence of neighborhoods
of Y by
W, = V, x [0, 11, W, = V, x [0, 11, and W, = V, x [0, l/(i - l)] u N, x [0, l] for i 2 2.
Finally, for 0~ is n - 1, let R, be the region Ri = W, - Wi+,.
In this section we use handle decompositions
to prove that there is a product
structure on V, x [0, l] which respects the regions Ri. We begin by specifying exactly
what we mean by a handle decomposition
of V, x [0, 11. We view V, x [0, l] as a
cobordism with boundary:
( V, x [0, 11; V, x {0}, V, x (1)). A handle decomposition
of such a cobordism
consists of a collar C,, of V, x {0} in V, x [0, I] together with
a finite collection of handles. The collar should include all of ( V,- Int V,) x [0, l]
as a subcollar
and the handles should be attached to C,, to fill up the region
V, x [0, l] - Co. This is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
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I<

VOX(O)

>I

Fig. 1.

Proposition
only handles

3.1.

There exists a handle decomposition

X of V, x [0, l] such that ZXhas

of index 2 and 3 and such that for each handle h E X there is an i such

that h c R, u R,,, u . ’ . u Ri+38.
Proof.

Let X0 be a handle decomposition
of V, x [0, l] such that each handle in
%?,, has diameter which is so small that the handle intersects at most two of the
regions Ri. To begin with, X0 has handles of index 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and we may
assume that they are attached in the natural order. We will cancel all the handles
of index 0, 5, 1, and 4 (in that order) without letting any handle spread out across
too many of the regions Ri.
Consider a O-handle h,. We will trade h, for a 2-handle. Pick a point p E aho;
then p E Ri for some i. We claim that there is an arc (Y in R, from p to a point
q E Ri n V,, x (0). To construct (Y,go straight down the product structure of V, x [0, l]
to a level Z, where l/i < I< l/( i - 1). Then go out in the level V, x {I} to a point of
(V, - K,,)
x {I}. (This part of the arc exists by (1) and, since K, has codimension
3, it can miss N,,,.) From there, go straight down to q. Now push LYinto the
boundary
of the union of the 0- and l-handles
using general position. The new arc,
still called (Y,has the property that (Y= Ri_, u R, u R,+,. Use (Yto introduce a trivial
l- and 2-handle pair and then cancel h, with the new l-handle (as in [ll], Lemma
6.15). We cancel all O-handles

in this way. The result is a new handle

decomposition

RI which has no O-handles and such that each handle of H, lies in the union of at
most three of the regions R;.
Next we consider a 5-handle h, E 2,. We wish to find an arc p which lies in one
region R, and connects a point of ah, to a point on Ri n V, x { 1). To construct p,
start at a point of ah, n Ri. Go straight up to a level Vi x (1). In Vi x {I} run p over
to a point of IV, x {I}. This is possible by (l), and, by general position again, /? can
miss IV,,, x {I}. Complete p by going straight up to a point of Vi x (1). Now p can
be pushed into the boundary
of the union of the 4- and 5-handles. This push will
increase the diameter of p and it may now intersect as many as five of the regions
Ri. Use /3 to introduce
a trivial 3- and 4-handle pair and cancel h5 with the new
4-handle.
Let h, be a l-handle
in the new handle decomposition.
Choose an arc y on the
boundary
of h, which is parallel to the core of h,. Since there are no O-handles,
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to V, x (0). There exists an i such that y = Ri u . . . u

R x+4. We claim that there is a homotopy

which keeps the endpoints
of y fixed and
which p1.111~y through Ri u . * ’ u Ri+A to an arc y’c (V, - V,,,) x (0). Once such a
homotopy has been found, we push the homotopy into the boundary
of the union
of the l- and 2-handles and use it to introduce a trivial 2- and 3-handle pair. Then
h, is cancelled
regions.

with the new 2-handle.

To construct

the homotopy

Each handle

whose existence

will then intersect
was claimed

at most 13

above, we proceed

as follows. First push y vertically until it lies entirely in one level V, x {I}, except
for two vertical segments in V, x [0, I]. Now r,( V,, V, - V+5) = 0 by Lemma 1.1, so
we can homotope
y in the level until it lies entirely in (V, - Vi+,) x [0, 11. Because
K, has codimension
3, this homotopy can be made to miss Ari+5. The homotopy is
completed by a push straight down to (V, - Vj+s) x (0).
Finally, consider a 4-handle h,. Let < be an arc on ah, which is parallel to the
cocore.
Then
there
exists
an i such that
{= R, u . . . u R1+,2 and 61[c
(R,u . . . u R-[+,J n ( V, x { 1)) = ( V, - V+r3) x (1). Push c vertically
until it lies
entirely in a level V, X {I}, except for two vertical segments in (I$ - Ni+J X [/, 11.
By Lemma 2.2 there is a homotopy
which pushes 5 through V-Z x {I} until it lies
entirely in (Iv, - Ni+,3) x [I, 11. By general position, that homotopy can be made to
miss Ni+r, x [Z, 11. A push straight up now gets t into (N, - NiIit13) x (1). The entire
homotopy takes place in Rim2 u . . . u R!+,>. Push the homotopy of i just described
into the boundary
of the union of the 4-handles, use it to introduce a trivial 2- and
0
3-handle pair, and then cancel h, with the new 3-handle.
Let 2 be a handle decomposition
of V,X [0, l] of the sort described
in the
conclusion
of Proposition
3.1. We next consider the problem of cancelling
the 2and 3-handles.
As usual, we consider two collections
of 2-spheres in the middle
level of the cobordism:
the belt spheres of the 2-handles and the attaching spheres
of the 3-handles.
Since we have a handle decomposition
of a manifold which we
know to be a product, it is obvious that these collections
of spheres cancel each
other algebraically.
But we want to cancel them in a controlled
way. This means
that we must find Whitney disks for the excess intersection
points which intersect
only a bounded number of the regions Ri.
In order to gain this sort of control, we introduce a control functionf:
V, x [0, l] +
[0, 11. Begin to define f by lettingf(aV,
x [0, 11) = 0 and f( R,_, n R;) = i/n for each
i 2 1. Then use the Tietze Extension
Theorem to extend f to all of V, x [0, l] in
such a way thatf(R,)=[i/n,(i+l)/n].
Proposition

3.2. For every positive number E there exists an integer n (which depends
only on e and is independent of M, X, and K) having the following property. If the n
regions R,, R, , . . . , R,_, and the control function f are constructed as above, then
there is a handle decomposition
E of V,, x [0, l] such that diam f( h) < e for every
handle h E 2tY and for which there is a collection of immersed Whitney disks in the
middle level such that each immersed Whitney disk D satisfies diam f (D) < E.
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Let % be as in Proposition

of compacrain

4manifolds

3.1. By (13), n,( K,) injects

into

r,(

V,,);
let F

denote the image of rrl( K,) in r,( V,).
Take the covering space p :po+ V,corresponding to this subgroup
of n,( V,).
It follows from the second part of (13) that the
image of 7~r( V2)in r,( Vo)is also F.Thus the inclusion
map V2- V, lifts to an
embedding
4 : V, + FO. We get a handle decomposition
% of q0 x [O, l] correspondingto Yt’inanaturalway:
Let +‘:V,~[O,l]+~~x[O,l]bedefinedby~’=+xid
and let CA be the collar CA = ( FO- 4( VJ)x [0,11u 4’( Con V,x [0,
11). Then fill
c0 x [0, l] - CA with handles by declaring a handle in % to be 4’ of a handle in 5Y.
Define p’: qOx[O, l]+
We use %, to denote

V,x[O,l] by p’=pxid.
the collection

of all 2-handles

in 5% Define

Then we let Y&= vz(C2, CA) and $ = T~( eOx [0,11, C,) and let a: %x+ ?!?*denote
the usual boundary operator. As in the proof of the s-cobordism
theorem, the action
of n1 induces a natural Z(F)-module
structure on & and & such that each is a
finitely generated free Z( F)-module
and relative to which a is a Z( F)-isomorphism.
There is one Z( F)-generator
of sj for each j-handle
in %.
We wish to apply the.geometric
algebra of [8] to establish the conclusion
of the
Proposition.
Refer to Section 8 of [8] for the necessary definitions.
For each handle
hi E 2, we pick a point xi E hi and let y, =f(p’(x,)).
In this way +YJand 9?j become
geometric Z(F)-modules
over [0, 11. It is clear from Proposition
3.1 that a is a
(115/n)-homomorphism.
We must also check a-‘. Consider a generator
(Y of gz.
Then (Y is represented
by a map

for some i. By Lemma 2.4 there is a homotopy of g, rel aB2, which pulls g through
4’(Ri_, u . . . u Ri+42) down to Fox (0). Thus a-’ is a (120/n)-homomorphism.
Since F is a free group, [20] implies that Wh(F x Z”) =0 for every m. Hence
Theorem 8.4 of [8] implies that 9 has a collection
of immersed Whitney disks.
Projecting these disks down by p’ gives the immersed disks we need in V,x [0,11. 0

4. Proof of Theorem

1

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1 and its Corollaries.
with two theorems which imply Parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.
Theorem

4.1. Suppose

We begin

M is a PL 4-manifold and X is a compact subset of the interior
of M such that X satisjies ILC and Sh(X) = Sh(S’). Then for every neighborhood U
of X there exists a subpolyhedron K of U such that K = S’, a regular neighborhood
N of K, and a homeomorphism
h : M + M such that hlM - U = id and h(X) c N.
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Let X and

fJ be as in the statement

of the Theorem.
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a sequence

V,, VI, . . , , V,, of neighborhoods
as in Section 2 and take a handle decomposition
of V,, x [0,11.This handle decomposition
should be of the sort described in Section
3 except that we make all the handles
lie over Vqx [0, l] and include all of
(V,, - Tnt V,) x [0, l] in the collar.
defined just before the statement

Let f: V, x [0, l] + [0, l] be the control function
of Proposition
3.2. By Proposition
3.1 we can

eliminate

different

all the handles

of index

from 2 or 3. By Proposition

3.2 we can

find a collection of immersed Whitney disks for the excess intersections
of the 2and 3-handles with the property that each handle and each immersed Whitney disk
has diameter less than any preassigned
F when projected into [0, l] by J: Notice
that the Whitney disks will lie in V, x [0, 11.
We now apply the controlled
embedding
theorem of [5] with e =A to replace
the immersed Whitney disks with (topologically)
embedded
ones. The Controlled
Embedding
Theorem applies in this case because the fundamental
group we must
deal with is the cyclic group rr,(Sl). The only point which should be mentioned
is
that our control map f does not exactly fit the hypotheses as stated in [5]; f does
not quite have cyclic local fundamental
groups. However, f does satisfy the local
r, condition
which is actually used in the proof of the Controlled
Embedding
Theorem. It is this: for every 6, > 0 there exists a 6, > 0 such that if a E (0, l), then
the inclusion
f-‘( (a - 6,) a + 6,)) -f-‘((
a - 6,) a + 6,)) maps the fundamental
group to a cyclic subgroup.
(This is explicitly stated on p. 85, Section 5.2, of [5].)
The next step is to use the Whitney disks to remove the excess intersection
points
of the 2- and 3-handles
and then to cancel all the handles. The result is a new
product structure on V, x (0, l] with the property that each fiber has diameter less
than s under f: In particular,
any fiber which starts in V, x [0, l] stays in V, x [0, l]
and thus ends in N, x [0, 11. This product structure defines the homeomorphism
we
need.
0
Theorem

4.2. Suppose M is a PL 4-manifold and X is a compact subset of the interior
of M such that X sutis$es ILC and Fd(X) = 0. Then for every neighborhood I/ of X
there exists a jinite collection B, , BZ, . . . , B, of puirwise disjoint PL 4-b&
in U and
a homeomorphism
h : M + M such that h 1M - U = id and h(X) c B, u B2 u . . . u B,.

Proof.

Let X and U be as in the statement
of the Theorem and suppose n is a
integer. We construct
neighborhoods
Uo, U,, . . . , U,,,, of X, polyhedra
V, , . . . , V,, of X u K, much as in Section 2. The
K,, . . . , K+, and neighborhoods
main difference is that in this setting each Ki is a finite collection of points instead
of a copy of K. Since K, is O-dimensional,
we may assume that f;lK,+, x [0, 1) is an
embedding
and so the piping which was done in Section 2 is not necessary. Even
though K,,, may have more points in it than Ki does, it is still true that f;( K,+, x
lo, 11)LJ;(Ki+l x {1)) = K,. The proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 work equally well in
this setting and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 add no new information
since K, has
codimension
4. This means that Proposition
3.1 follows from the same proof. We

positive
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now focus our attention

on one component

of compacta

in 4-manifolds

of V, . This component

contains

exactly

one point of K,, and so we can proceed exactly as in the proof of Proposition
3.2
using n,(K1) = 0. Finally, we apply the Controlled
Embedding
Theorem as in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 above (again with the local rrTTI
trivial).
0
We now turn our attention

to Complement

Theorems.

4.3. Suppose M is a PL 4-manifold and X and Y are compact subsets ofthe
interior of M which have arbitrarily close neighborhoods with 1 -dimensional spines. If
X and Y have the same relative shape in M, then M-X
= M - Y.

Theorem

Proof. Since the proof is essentially
the same as the usual proof of the trivial range
complement
theorem, we give only on outline here. The reader who is interested in
more detail should consult [ 181 or [13]. The idea is to construct a sequence {hi};“=,
of homomorphisms
of M. The homeomorphism
h, pushes X close to Y, then h2
pushes Y close to X, h, pushes X even closer to Y, etc., alternating
back and forth.
The homeomorphisms
are constructed to be the identity on larger and larger subsets
of the complements,
so the sequence {h, 0 h,_, 0 . * . 0 h,}z=:=,converges to a homeomorphism of M-X
to M - Y.
In the usual proof, each hi is constructed
as follows. First it is shown tht X and
Y have arbitrarily
close PL manifold
neighborhoods
with k-dimensional
spines,

where k = Fd( X). Then the homeomorphism
which pushes X close to Y is constructed by engulfing the spine of a neighborhood
of X with a neighborhood
of Y. We
construct our homeomorphisms
as the composition
of two homeomorphisms.
First
there is the topological
homeomorphism
which pushes X into a regular neighborhood of a l-dimensional
polyhedron
K. This is followed by an engulfing of K. 0
Proof of Corollary

1. Suppose

X and Y are as in the statement of the Corollary
and that Sh(X) = Sh( Y). Then X and Y have arbitrarily close neighborhoods
with
O-dimensional
spines by Theorem
l(a). Thus Theorem 4.3 implies that S4-X =
s4- Y
Suppose S4 - X = S4 - Y and Fd( X) = 0. By Theorem 4.3 we may assume that X
is a subset of the Cantor set. This means that X has arbitrarily close neighborhoods
each of which consists of a finite union of pairwise disjoint 4-balls. By the Schoenffies
Theorem,
Y also has this property and so Fd( Y) = 0. The homeomorphism
of
complements
matches these balls in such a way as to induce a shape equivalence
from X to Y 0
Proof

of Corollary 2. If Sh(X) = Sh(S’), then S4-X
=S4-S’
exactly as in the
proof of Corollary 1. Now suppose S4 - X = S4 - S’ and that Fd(X) s 1. This means
that there is a homeomorphism
4 : S2 x R 2 + S4 - X. Let B2 be the standard 2-ball
in R2 and define X” = X u 4(S2 x ( R2 - Int B2)). Then Sh(X*) = Sh(X) since X”
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can be isotoped

into any neighborhood

Fd( X) d 1, we can apply Theorem

of compacta in 4-manifolds

of X, keeping

2.1 of [ 151 to conclude

6 of [4] implies that X* has the homotopy
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X fixed. Since

Fd(X*)

=

that rrI( X*) = 2. Theorem

type of S’, which completes

the proof.

Proof of Corollary 3. By Part (b) of Theorem 1, h(S’) has arbitrarily
neighborhoods.
Thus the argument on p. 209 of [2] applies.
c]

q

close tube
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